Introduction {#sec1}
============

Proteins are marginally stable and rely on cooperative effects to keep them in their folded structure.^[@ref1]−[@ref3]^ A balance between charge interactions, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobicity is responsible for the formation of stable native folds. A simple description of a hydrogen bond can be based on an electrostatic dipole--dipole interaction. The formation of a protein backbone's hydrogen bonds leads to a particular orientation of dipoles in various types of secondary structural elements.^[@ref4]^ For example, it is well established that the CO and NH dipoles in an α-helix are electrostatically aligned and almost parallel to the axis of the helix.^[@ref5]^ Furthermore, studies have shown that the helical macrodipole can be exploited to stabilize or destroy a helical moiety by charge capping at the chain ends.^[@ref6]−[@ref8]^ Placement of a positive amino acid at the C-terminus or negative at the N-terminus enhances helicity by a charge--macrodipole interaction.

Protein design studies have revealed that it is possible to design helix-bundle proteins and β-strands considering mainly the pattern of polar and nonpolar amino acids. Statistical analysis of folded structures has shown that nonpolar amino acids appear in the protein sequence, every three to four amino acids in α-helical structures, and every two amino acids in solvent exposed β-sheets.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^

Molecular simulations have been extremely useful in providing a molecular understanding of experimental observations. Coarse-grained (CG) models allow us to understand which interactions are essential and which ones can be approximated. In addition, by reducing the level of resolution, CG models decrease the computational requirements compared to all-atom simulations and smooths out the free-energy landscape, facilitating the sampling from one conformation to another. Simple models where residues are represented by a few beads have been very valuable in advancing our understanding of the protein folding process.^[@ref3],[@ref10]−[@ref12]^ But their main drawback is that the parameters are normally tuned for a particular system and are not transferable. Therefore, they have to be recalibrated according to the system of interest. On the other hand, there exist intermediate resolution models where the backbone is modeled with fine resolution and the side chain coarse-grained. Upon inclusion of a hydrogen bonding interaction, these models are able to fold into helical structures without the addition of biases toward a native fold but fail to stabilize β-sheet structures.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ The inclusion of explicit dipole--dipole interactions in these types of models has been shown to stabilize β-sheets.^[@ref1],[@ref15],[@ref16]^ However, all the above-mentioned models renormalize the role of the solvent through effective short-range, inter-residue interactions. Thus, they are not appropriate for studying the effect of the environment in protein folding because explicit solvent is needed. Also, the importance of the role of dipole interactions is evident from the work done by Scheraga et al. His group has shown that an optimization of the electrostatic interaction, by aligning the dipole of each backbone plane to a protein's electric field, is enough to fold small peptides using Monte Carlo simulations without solvation.^[@ref17]−[@ref19]^

The recently developed water-explicit MARTINI CG force field^[@ref20]^ has been parametrized using water/oil and water/vacuum partitioning coefficients. By doing so, the model parameters are transferable and do not depend on a particular system. This CG model captures many lipid membrane and transmembrane protein properties. However, it fails to capture changes in secondary structure and thus it cannot be used to study protein folding.

In this work, we present a generic water-explicit CG model of proteins that can be used to characterize the driving forces behind protein folding without the addition of biasing potentials such as dihedral potentials or dependencies in the bending potential with secondary structure propensities. The model has roots in the MARTINI CG force field and thus it has the potential to be extended to model membrane protein folding. In the current implementation, each amino acid is coarse-grained with two beads, backbone, and side chain. The change in orientation of the atoms underlying the backbone coarse-grained unit is captured by a flexible dipole that is created by oppositely charged dummy particles inside each backbone coarse-grained bead. These dipoles interact with each other through Coulombic potentials and introduce structural polarization into the model. Here we explore if just the addition of effective dipole interactions, in addition to Lennard-Jones interactions, is sufficient to produce secondary and supersecondary folds depending on sequence patterning. We have evaluated the performance of the model by folding protein structures on the basis of the sequence of amino acids. A molecular picture of how charge-capping stabilizes helical structures is also provided.

We use the sequence patterning of helices (-HHPPHH-) and sheets (-HPHPHP-)^[@ref9]^ to fold into distinct secondary structures. We then explore the role of helix capping by terminating helices with charged residues. Helix and sheet bundles are designed on the basis of the above *de novo* patterns with the inclusion of turning regions. The paper is organized as follows: a detailed description of the CG model is presented in the next section. The [Results and Discussion](#sec3){ref-type="other"} are subdivided into two parts. In the first section we look at charge dipole interactions of capped helices. In the next section, we discuss the formation of protein supersecondary structures, namely helix bundles and sheet-strands and compare the results to the model without dipoles, thus drawing attention to the relevance of the backbone dipolar interactions in determining protein structure.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Overview {#sec2.1}
--------

An amino acid is modeled by two beads, a polar backbone bead (BB) that embeds a dipole, and a side chain bead (SC). The SC beads are broadly classified into hydrophobic (H), polar (P), and positively and negatively charged (C+/C−), as depicted in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. The protein model explores the role of backbone dipoles in driving secondary and supersecondary structure formation. Therefore, the beads P and BB are treated differently. The distinction between H and P beads are purely pairwise interactions. The CG protein model is combined with the recently developed polarizable coarse-grained water model.^[@ref21]^ The spherical backbone coarse-grained bead consists of three interaction sites, the center bead BB and two dipole particles, BBm and BBp, similar to the polarizable water model and depicted in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b. The main site, the center of the BB bead, interacts with other CG beads through a pairwise Lennard-Jones potential. Dipole particles BBm and BBp are harmonically bound to the central particle BB (equilibrium distance (*l*), force constant (*k*~l~)), and carry a positive and negative charge of equal magnitude (*q*), respectively. These dipole particles interact with other particles via electrostatic interactions. A harmonic angle potential (equilibrium angle (θ) and angular force constant (*k*~θ~)) is used to control the rotation of BBm and BBp particles. Because the location of the dipole particles are not fixed, the model is polarizable; i.e., the dipole orientation and moment of the backbone bead are dependent on the electric field of the surrounding environment. The rationale for using a polarizable backbone dipole as opposed to a fixed dipole is to make the dipoles environment sensitive, thus enabling future studies of the structural changes induced by backbone dipoles in different dielectric environments. To avoid overpolarization, a small repulsive core is added to the dipolar particles, as commonly done in polarizable all-atom force fields. Because each main coarse-grained site is covalently bonded to its nearest neighbors by a harmonic bond potential, and adjacent bonds are connected by a harmonic angle potential, all the 1--2 and 1--3 nonbonded interactions are excluded from the main coarse-grained sites and the corresponding embedded dipole particles. In addition, the nonbonded interactions between dipole particles inside the backbone CG bead are excluded as well. The mass of the whole bead (72 amu) is distributed equally among the three particles (24 amu each) in backbone beads.

![(a) Bead types (left to right). C-- is the negatively charged residue, C+ is the positively charged residue, and P and H are the polar and hydrophobic residues, respectively. Gray represents the polarizable backbone (BB) bead and red, blue, green, and cyan represent the side-chain (SC) beads. (b) Polarizable BB bead. VdW radius of the BB bead encloses dummy particles, BBm (negatively charged), and BBp (positively charged). The five tunable parameters (*l*, *q*, θ, *k*~*l*~, *k*~θ~) are depicted.](ct-2013-01087a_0002){#fig1}

Force Field Parameters {#sec2.2}
----------------------

The force field consists of bonded parameters (harmonic bonded and angular potential; dihedral potential is not included) and nonbonded parameters (12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential and Coulombic potential). The dipole moment distribution of the BB bead is parametrized to match that of a peptide bond (3.5 D).^[@ref22]^ It is worth mentioning that with dipole moments of BB less than 3.5 D, helices are not formed. There are five parameters for the backbone CG bead that can be tuned to obtain the desired average dipole moment (*l*, *q*, θ, *k*~*l*~, *k*~θ~). For the backbone CG bead, the following set of parameters yields an average dipole moment of 3.5 D: *l* = 0.14 nm, *q* = 0.34, θ = 0°, *k*~*l*~ = 5000 kJ/mol, and *k*~θ~ = 7.2 kJ/mol. Each BB bead is covalently bound to the adjacent BB bead by a bond distance of 3.85 Å and *k*~*l*~ = 5000 kJ/mol, distance parametrized from the average Cα--Cα bond distance observed from a 12mer polyalanine atomistic simulation with GROMOS force field.^[@ref23]^ Other bonded interactions and LJ interaction strengths are borrowed from Marrink et al.^[@ref20]^ The SC--BB harmonic bond distance is chosen as 0.4 nm with *k*~*l*~ = 5000 kJ/mol on the basis of a typical two-bead residue in the MARTINI force field. The BB--BB--BB harmonic angle is defined by θ = 105° and *k*~θ~ = 75 kJ/mol,^[@ref24]^ and the SC--BB--BB harmonic angle by θ = 100° and *k*~θ~ = 75 kJ/mol.^[@ref20]^

The interaction strength ε of the LJ potential for the different nonbonded interactions is listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. An effective size of σ = 0.47 nm is assumed for all main CG interaction pairs in the LJ potential. With the interaction strengths taken from the MARTINI force field, sheets are not formed. It has been observed that hydrophobic interactions play a dominant role in stabilizing β-sheet conformations.^[@ref25]^ The most hydrophobic bead type (a.k.a. C1 bead in the MARTINI force field) is not hydrophobic enough to stabilize *de novo* sheet formation in the current model. A 12 mer chain of backbone beads only folds into a helical structure (results not shown). If hydrophobic side chains have low hydrophobicity, then the conformational ensemble is dominated by backbone properties that have an inherent preference over helical conformations. To correct for this, the ε between H beads and water (C1-POL) has been decreased from 2 to 0.2 kJ/mol, and between two H beads (C1--C1) increased from 3.5 to 3.75 kJ/mol, where sheet formation is observed. In addition, the charge SC (C+/C−) backbone interaction strength is decreased from 5 to 4 kJ/mol to observed helix capping effects, as described in the [Results and Discussion](#sec3){ref-type="other"}.

###### Interaction Strength ε of LJ Interactions (kJ/mol)[a](#tbl1-fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}

  bead (bead type)   BB (P5)   H (C1)   P (P4)   C+ (Qd)   C-- (Qa)   W (POL)
  ------------------ --------- -------- -------- --------- ---------- ---------
  BB (P5)            5         2        5        4         4          4.5
  H (C1)             2         3.75     2        2.3       2.3        0.2
  P (P4)             5         2        5        4         4          5
  C+ (Qd)            4         2.3      4        3.5       4          5
  C- (Qa)            4         2.3      4        4         3.5        5
  W (POL)            4.5       0.2      5        5         5          4

In parentheses is the corresponding MARTINI force-field bead type.

Simulation Setup {#sec2.3}
----------------

All simulations were carried out using the GROMACS package^[@ref26]^ version 4.5.5 and visualized on VMD.^[@ref27]^ All system sizes are reported in the [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"} (Table S1). A Nose--Hoover thermostat (time constant = 1 ps) and Parinello--Rahman barostat (time constant = 1 ps, isothermal compressibility = 3 × 10^--5^ (kJ mol^--1^ nm^--3^)^−1^) were used to keep the temperature and pressure constant at 300 K and 1 bar. Only for the construction of melting curves were *NVT* simulations performed instead of *NPT* from 300 to 600 K. A time step of 5 fs was used in all the simulations, and the neighbor list was updated every 10 steps. The long-range electrostatic interactions with periodic boundary conditions (*xyz*) were calculated by the particle-mesh Ewald method.^[@ref28]^ A global dielectric constant of 2.5 was used. The LINCS algorithm^[@ref29]^ was used to constraint the bonds of the water molecules (between the central CG site and the dipole particles). The starting conformation for all simulations was an extended random coil. For each system, the simulation data was collected over a 320 ns *NPT* run, and the last 300 ns was analyzed. A speedup of 6 is observed vis-a-vis a fully atomistic system. However, because coarse-graining smooths the energy landscape, more transitions from folded to unfolded states are observed in comparison with atomistic simulations.

Electrostatic Field {#sec2.4}
-------------------

The alignment of the backbone dipoles with respect to the protein electric field is determined from the angle θ~*i*~ between the local electrostatic field, *E*~*i*~(*r*~*i*~), and the *i*th dipole moment (μ~*i*~) using the following equation:whereThe quantities *r*~BBm~*i*~~, *r*~BBp~*i*~~, *q*~BBm~, and *q*~BBp~ represent position vectors and charge of the two dummy particles and *r*~*i*~ is the position vector:The electric field due to the protein molecule is computed using Coulomb's law:where the summation runs over all other charged sites in the structure, except the ones belonging to *i*, *i* ± 1, and *i* ± 2, as these interactions are excluded in the model and do not contribute to the local electric field of the considered dipole i.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

Molecular dynamics simulation of different test systems, representing fundamental secondary and supersecondary motifs were performed. Different patterns of polar and nonpolar amino acids, with and without the presence of capping charge residues were used to test the capability of our model to predict different types of motifs, and explore folding landscapes.

Role of Helix Capping {#sec3.1}
---------------------

In agreement with previous findings,^[@ref9],[@ref30]−[@ref32]^ a 12mer sequence of -HHPP- folds into an α-helix. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a depicts the potential mean force (PMF) of the helical system, using two reaction coordinates, the average absolute dihedral angle between backbone beads (50° corresponds to a perfect helix; a comparison of α dihedral angles of CG helix and sheet ensembles with those of PDB structures is shown in Figure S1, [Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) and the *i* to *i* + 3 distance of backbone beads, H1^[@ref33]^ (5.5 Å for a perfect helix). The two minima correspond to the folded helical state and the unfolded ensemble. Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b depicts a typical folded conformation of the 300 ns trajectory. Similarly, a 12mer sequence of -HPHP- folds into a β-sheet. Refer to Figure S2 ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) for PMF of the sheet system using two reaction coordinates, pair contacts (*Q*) and end-to-end distance (*L*~c~).

![(a) Potential of mean force plot of a noncapped helical polymer at 300 K, as a function of the mean absolute backbone dihedral and H1 parameter. Each contour level marks a *kT* unit. (b) Representative conformation of the helical peptide in the folded ensemble. Only backbone beads are shown (green for polar and cyan for hydrophobic residues). The arrows indicate dipole orientation. (c) Probability distribution of angles between oriented dipoles in the folded ensemble, of the capped system (red) and noncapped helical polymer (blue). (d) Potential of mean force plot of a capped helical protein at 300 K, as a function of mean absolute backbone dihedral and H1 parameter. (e) Representative conformation of the capped helical peptide in the folded ensemble. Only backbone beads are shown (green for polar and cyan for hydrophobic residues), except for the negatively charged residue where the side chain is shown in red. (f) Comparison of the time evolution of the second dihedral angle (counting from the charged end) between the capped system (red) and noncapped system (blue).](ct-2013-01087a_0003){#fig2}

To explore charge capping effects, we introduced at one end of the 12-mer peptide a negatively charged amino acid (C−). The PMF plot for the capped system is shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d and displays two distinct minima that correspond to a fully folded helical state and a partially unfolded state that has some helical content. It is evident from a comparison of Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a,d, that capping one end with a charge residue leads to an increase in helicity in the folded ensemble because the minima of the folded state is shifted toward H1 = 5.5 Å. Also, upon helix capping the unfolded state becomes partially folded with a shift of H1 distances to lower values indicating more helical content.

Because the dipoles in the model act as pseudo hydrogen bonds, we also characterize the microdipole angles present in the folded helical structures. A dipole vector is defined from the negatively charged dipole bead of BB *i* (BBm) to the positively charged dipole bead of BB *i*+4 (BBp), as depicted by the arrows in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b,e. In Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, the effect of charge capping is evident from the probability distribution of dipole angles, which shows better alignment of the dipole angles of the capped system over the noncapped system. The hydrogen bonds in helices of crystal structures have the CO and NH dipole aligned, and almost parallel to the axis of the helix. Therefore, the enhancement of dipole alignment with capping signals an increase in helicity.

The time evolution of the second dihedral angle (counting from the charged end) depicted in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}f clearly shows that the charged end contains a helical turn, which is stable throughout the whole trajectory, even in the partially unfolded state that helical turn is seen to exist, most of the time. On the other hand, the second dihedral angle of the noncapped system displays more coil-like conformations, as evident from the large fluctuations from 50°. As shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}e, the negatively charged SC bead of C-residue (red bead) groups the positively charged dipole particles of bonded neighboring backbone beads and creates a helical turn. It is worth mentioning that similar results are obtained when a positively charged amino acid is used at one end. In that case, the dipole particles of bonded neighboring BB beads reorient pointing the negatively charged dipole particles toward the positively charged SC bead, creating a helical turn (results not shown). Our model mimics the fact that the N-terminus of a helix has amide groups that lack hydrogen bonds and the C-terminus has carbonyl groups that also lack hydrogen bonds; therefore, the four residues of the ends are unable to satisfy the classical α-helix hydrogen bonding interactions without proper capping, thus causing helix destabilization.^[@ref34],[@ref35]^ Our results indicate that the enhancement of helicity by charge capping is due to a charge--dipole interaction. The dipole alignment caused by charge capping promotes the formation of subsequent dipoles, thus promoting helix stabilization. This observation is in agreement with experimental data, showing that positively charged amino acids have a preference to the C terminus and, similarly, negatively charged side chains to the N terminus.^[@ref36]^ However, it is important to note that our model cannot distinguish N- and C-termini, as the BB beads are identical. As mentioned in the [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"}, the LJ interaction strength between the charge side-chain and backbone beads (Qa/Qd-P5 pair interaction of the MARTINI force field) had to be decreased, to allow for stabilization of the helical structure, as observed in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d. Without this change, the C-- SC bead was interacting strongly with the backbone beads by LJ interactions through the main CG sites, which did not allow for the dipole particles of the bonded nearest neighbor BB beads to reorient toward the negative charge that creates a helical turn (results not shown).

To further evaluate the effect of dipolar interactions in stabilizing secondary folds, we have computed the angle θ~*i*~ between the local electrostatic field, *E*~*i*~(*r*~*i*~) and the *i*th dipole moment (μ~*i*~) using eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The folded ensembles of the 12-mer α-helix and 12-mer β-sheet are used for this calculation. An angle of 30.1 ± 8.7° is observed for the α-helix and 54.8 ± 12° for the β-sheet. These values agree very well with the reported values from Scheraga et al. on a nonredundant set of PDB structures with atomistic resolution.^[@ref17]^ The authors found that the angle made between the peptide bond dipole and the protein's local electrostatic field is approximately 35° for α-helices and 50° for β-sheets. Furthermore, the average dipole energy (⟨−(μ*E*)⟩) of the CG helix is 4.5 times higher than that of the CG sheet. This value is slightly greater than the one reported from atomistic PDB structures by Scheraga et al. (average dipole energies between helix and sheets was found to be between 2.64 and 3.24).^[@ref17]^ However, the same effect is observed; helices are more stabilized by the backbone dipoles than sheets. Also, helices are better aligned with the electric field than sheets.

Supersecondary Structures {#sec3.2}
-------------------------

### Helix Bundles {#sec3.2.1}

Because the peptide with the repeating sequence of -HHPP- folds into a helix without any added bias, we have tested our model in predicting supersecondary structures such as helix bundles. Hydrophilic loops are very common in proteins, and statistical analysis of protein structures has shown that the most common loop lengths in helix bundles are between three and six amino acids.^[@ref37]−[@ref39]^ Taking all this into account, we have designed turning regions (T) with five polar residues. We have tested the behavior of our model in *de novo* folding of a 33 residue peptide with the sequence (HHPP)~14~-(T)~5~-(PPHH)~14~. As shown in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}d, the chain folds into an α-helix bundle in a hierarchical manner where initially the peptide folds into two distinct helices on either end. This is followed by the collapse of the chain into the helix bundle. Similar results were obtained when a turning region of three, four, or six residues was used (results not shown). The initial folding of the helices is induced by the orientation of the backbone dipoles, which is a local effect. Therefore, helix and supersecondary structure formation is uncoupled. Clearly, the secondary structure is sufficiently stable in the absence of tertiary interactions; thus, folding proceeds in a hierarchical manner as observed for several proteins, such as the engrailed homeodomain.^[@ref40],[@ref41]^ It is evident from the PMF (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a), using as reaction coordinates the average absolute dihedral angle between backbone beads and the distance H1, that there is a distinct folded and unfolded state. The unfolded state is very broad due to the fact that unfolded structures have different degrees of helical content. This is in agreement with experimental observations, that for some helix bundle systems such as α3D, the thermal unfolded state is biased toward local helical content.^[@ref42]^

![(a) Potential of mean force plot of a helix bundle at 300 K, as a function of the mean absolute backbone dihedral angle and the H1 parameter. Each contour level marks a *kT* unit. (b) Probability distribution of mean absolute dihedral angle in the folded ensemble of each of the two (red, blue) helices in the bundle. (c) Folding curve of a helix bundle with dipoles (blue) and without dipoles (red). (d) Stages in helix bundle formation, starting from a coil-like conformation. Only backbone beads are shown (green for polar and cyan for hydrophobic residues).](ct-2013-01087a_0004){#fig3}

It is known that right- or left-handed helices are present in helix bundles^[@ref43]^ with more proportion in the nature of right-handed helices. For the sequence pattern explored here, we observe that the helix bundles have either right- or left-handed helices (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). This is because of the minimalist description of the backbone, which does not have any chirality. By adding the microdipoles of each helix (arrows in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) of the helix bundle, we have computed the macrodipole that exists in each helix. Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} depicts the probability distribution of the angle between the two macrodipoles (big black arrows in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b) for folded conformations. The macrodipole angular distribution has a peak around 160°, which signals an almost antiparallel dipole orientation that provides a favorable electrostatic interaction energy for helix bundle formation. Known helix bundles of protein structures in the literature, exhibit the same antiparallel orientation.^[@ref44]^

![(a) Probability distribution of angles between macrodipole vectors of helices (taking the helix as a whole) in the helix bundles. (b) Representative structure of a helix bundle, white arrows are between *i* and *i* + 4 dummy particles. The black arrows represent the macrodipole vectors of the helices in the bundle.](ct-2013-01087a_0005){#fig4}

To further explore the effects of dipolar interactions in the folding of helix bundles, we have computed the folded fraction as a function of temperature in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c. A folded structure is considered if the average backbone dihedral of the whole protein structure is between 40° and 60° (Figure S1b ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) and Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). The blue curve in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c is for our model, and the red one is without the inclusion of dipole particles. Clearly, without backbone dipoles, the folded fraction is almost constant at around 0.1 folded fraction at all temperatures. The effect of the addition of backbone dipoles is that the folding process becomes cooperative, achieving a folding fraction of 0.6 at 300 K, as evident from the sigmoidal shape of the blue curve. Furthermore, Figure S3a ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}) shows that without the inclusion of dipoles, the system (*T* = 300 K) does not fold into a helix bundle, a representative of a collapsed structure is shown as an inset of that figure. Also, the system without the dipole particles does not exhibit any helicity.

Clearly, the folding of helical bundles is influenced by both the effect of dipolar interactions and pairwise LJ interactions; i.e., it is a combination of the sequence patterning and electrostatic interactions. However, we observe that even though there are two major energetic contributions, the effect of dipoles is largely significant in the systems considered. To further elaborate, we characterized these two energetic quantities at 300 K as a function of the reaction coordinate H1. It is clear from Figure [5](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}b that the effect of dipoles has a marginal effect on the LJ energetic contribution, which is lowest in the helical ensemble. It is also interesting to note that the helical ensemble is more stabilized by the Coulombic contribution (Figure [5](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}d), as can be seen by the larger energetic difference between folded (H1 around 6 nm) and unfolded conformations. Also, the presence of dipoles increases cooperativity in folding the helical bundles, this is supported by both (a) the large drop in Figure [5](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}d, seen between folded and unfolded ensemble and (b) the sigmoidal behavior displayed by the melting curves of the helix bundles with dipoles (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c).

![(a) LJ energetic contribution of sheet bundles with (blue) and without dipoles (red), as a function of sheet contacts (*Q*). (b) LJ energetic contribution of helix bundles with (blue) and without dipoles (red), as a function of H1. (c) Coulombic energetic contribution of sheet bundles with dipoles, as a function of *Q*. (d) Coulombic energetic contribution of helix bundles with dipoles, as a function of H1. All represented ensembles obtained at 300 K.](ct-2013-01087a_0007){#fig6}

### Sheet Bundles {#sec3.2.2}

Finally, we tested the ability of the model in predicting β-strand bundles, solely on the basis of sequence patterning. Statistical analysis of β-sheet structures has shown that hydrophilic short turning regions of two amino acids are very common.^[@ref45]−[@ref47]^ Therefore, to model sheet bundles, we decided to use two polar residues to create turns. The sequence pattern HPHPHTTHPHPHTTHPHPH folds without any biases into a three-strand antiparallel β-sheet, consisting of two hairpins, whose structure is reminiscent of the β3s protein.^[@ref48],[@ref49]^ This sequence pattern is common in solvent-exposed β-sheets.^[@ref9]^ The folding of the three-stranded β-sheet occurs through a hierarchical order of hairpin formation (Figure [6](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}c). One hairpin is formed first with the second hairpin forming at the last stage of folding, in agreement with all-atom simulations of β3s.^[@ref48]^ It is worth noticing the matching of hydrophobic and polar residues in the folded structure. Figure [6](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a shows the PMF as a function of the fraction of sheet contacts (*Q*) and end to end distance (*L*~c~). *Q* is defined as the fraction of sheet pairs formed in a bundle. Two residues on neighboring strands within 4--7 Å are defined as a pair. As shown in the PMF (Figure [6](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a), this protein exhibits a two-state folded behavior, characterized by the folded and unfolded state. It is noteworthy that short sequences with a single turning region (HPHPHTTHPHPH) fold into a β-hairpin and four-stranded β-sheets can be folded by adding a third turning region and an extra-HP- sequence (results not shown).

![(a) Potential of mean force plot of a sheet bundle at 300 K, as a function of the fraction of sheet contacts (Q) and end-to-end distance (Lc). Each contour level marks a *kT* unit. (b) Folding curve of a sheet bundle with dipoles (blue) and without dipoles (red). (c) Stages in sheet bundle formation, starting from a coil-like conformation. Only backbone beads are shown (green for polar and cyan for hydrophobic residues).](ct-2013-01087a_0006){#fig5}

The melting curve of the sheet bundle exhibits a sigmoidal behavior characteristic of cooperative processes, as shown by the blue curve of Figure [6](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b. A folded structure is defined as structures with *Q* \> 0.75. A control run without the inclusion of dipole particles was also performed using the sequence HPHPHTTHPHPHTTHPHPH. As depicted by the red curve of Figure [6](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b, without backbone dipoles the folded fraction remains almost constant at around 0.1. It is also important to note that the control run at *T* = 300 K does not fold into a β-sheet nor exhibit any secondary structure, as shown in Figure S3b ([Supporting Information](#notes-1){ref-type="notes"}). To further characterize the driving forces behind the folding of sheet-bundles, we have characterized the energetic contributions (LJ and Coulombic) as a function of Q at 300 K. It is evident from Figure [5](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a that the presence of backbone dipoles has an effect on the LJ contribution of the protein, which is minimum in the fully folded state. Figure [5](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c depicts the changes in Coulombic energy as a function of *Q*. By comparing Figure [5](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}c and Figure [5](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}d (helix bundles), one can say that Coulombic energy plays a larger and a more cooperative role in helix bundles. Therefore, in this model the secondary and supersecondary structures are driven by the presence of the dipoles and the sequence patterning; however, the effect of the added dipoles is more significant. The explored sequences do not fold into helix or sheet bundles in the absence of backbone dipoles.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

In conclusion, the presented model introduces polarization into the protein backbone coarse-grained beads, which allows for the *de novo* folding of secondary structure and supersecondary structure assemblies based solely on the primary sequence. We have shown that our model is capable of folding helix bundles and β-sheet strands. Because of the minimalist description of the backbone, the helices fold with either right- or left-handedness. The chirality can be fixed by introducing *ad hoc* a quadratic term in the potential involving only quadruplets of successive backbone beads.^[@ref50]^ We have also shown that secondary structure formation is driven by backbone dipole interactions and sequence patterning. The charge--dipole interactions are found to be crucial in stabilizing helical folds. The presence of backbone dipoles increases the cooperativity of the folding process. Interestingly, helical conformations are more stabilized by dipolar interactions than β-strands. Our model is currently composed of four bead types for the side chain; however, it is possible to extend the model with more degrees of polarity and hydrophobicity (by varying LJ parameters), thus mimicking more amino acids.

Our model provides a step forward towards the development of a transferable coarse-grained force field for proteins without biases towards secondary structure. In addition, because some of the model parameters were borrowed from the MARTINI coarse-grained force field, our new model has the potential to be extended to model membrane protein folding. Also, because dipole interactions are influenced by the dielectric environment, we expect the proposed model to be sensitive to the nature of the environment (low or high dielectric).

Future work will focus on exploring more complex folds like β--α--β and protein aggregation. Work along these lines is currently being pursued in the lab.

Table of system sizes. Figures of probability distribution of α dihedral angles and of the potential of mean force for a beta hairpin and for the helix and sheet bundle sequences without the inclusion of backbone dipoles. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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